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Abstract. For evaluating the power quality in primary frequency control for hydroelectric 7 

generating units, the power response time is an indicator which is of main concern to the power 8 

grid. The aim of this paper is to build a suitable model for conducting reliable simulation and to 9 

investigate the general rules for controlling the power response time. Two huge hydropower 10 

plants with surge tank from China and Sweden are applied in the simulation of a step test of 11 

primary frequency control, and the result is validated with data from full scale measurements. 12 

From the analytical aspect, this paper deduces a time domain solution for guide vane opening 13 

response and a response time formula, of which the main variables are governor parameters. Then 14 

the factors which cause the time difference, between the power response time and the analytical 15 

response time of opening, are investigated from aspects of both regulation and water way system. 16 

It is demonstrated that the formula can help to predict the power response and supply a flexible 17 

guidance of parameter tuning, especially for a hydropower plant without surge tank. 18 

 19 
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 22 

1 Introduction 23 

In order to suppress the power grid frequency fluctuation, generating units change their power 24 

output automatically according to the change of grid frequency, to make the active power 25 

balanced again. This is the primary frequency control. Hydroelectric generating units are suited to 26 

undertake the power response in primary frequency control, because of great rapidity and 27 

amplitude of the power regulation. Nowadays the power quality of hydroelectric generating units 28 

in primary frequency control becomes more and more important, due to the more complex 29 

structure of the grid and greater proportion of the renewable intermittent sources. The key of 30 

evaluating the regulation quality is the power response time (more details are in Section 2). 31 

Therefore, these problems are highly concerned by industry: How do the regulation and water 32 

way system affect the response time? How should governor parameter be set to control the power 33 

response time?  34 

 35 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no specific research on response time of primary 36 

frequency control exists currently. Simulation and dynamic process analysis of primary frequency 37 

control for hydroelectric generating units are treated in e.g. reference [1-4]. The stability problem 38 

is discussed in reference [5-7]. Different new controllers or control techniques are studied to 39 

improve the dynamic performance of hydropower plant (HPP) in the load frequency control [8-40 

11]. A series of important research activities regarding frequency control were conducted: a 41 

complex simulation was performed to investigate an incident of oscillatory behavior in power 42 

output of a HPP [12]; A specification was proposed for the transient and steady-state responses of 43 

a HPP operating in frequency-control mode. The specification gives a generic definition of how 44 

the electrical power should respond to step, ramp and random changes in frequency [13]. Based 45 



on control theory, power response process was deduced by applying the transfer functions and 46 

inverse Laplace transform [13]. The idea is a good inspiration to this paper. 47 

 48 

Generally speaking, both regulation and water way system directly affects the power response 49 

time. Hence the previous research can be extended in two directions, as described below. Aiming 50 

at the regulation system, there are several research activities on governor parameter optimization 51 

through the preliminary deduction, sensitivity analysis [3] or optimization algorithms [14, 15]. 52 

However, the research on the relationship between power response and governor parameter 53 

choice is in urgent need. Besides, the former simulations mostly adopt some built-in algorithm 54 

directly, for example one of the differential equation solvers in MATLAB, and do not discuss the 55 

accuracy and applicability of the solving methods of governor equations. On the other hand, the 56 

water way subsystem in most models is relatively simple, which influences the accuracy of power 57 

response. Moreover, the influence of surge and water hammer is seldom discussed deeply. 58 

 59 

The aim of this paper is to build a suitable model for conducting reliable simulations and to 60 

display general rules to obtain a desired power response. Section 2 introduces the test and 61 

relevant specifications of primary frequency control, and illustrates the definition and importance 62 

of the response time and delay time. Applying Visual C++ 2008, Section 3 presents the modified 63 

model of turbine governor with primary frequency control function under guide vane opening 64 

feedback control mode. The implementation is based on the existing mathematical model 65 

described in [16], which takes into account nonlinear factors such as turbine characteristics and 66 

pipeline elasticity. In Section 4, two huge HPPs with surge tank from China and Sweden are 67 

applied in the simulation of a step test process of primary frequency control, and the result is 68 

validated with data from full scale measurements. Section 5 conducts theoretical analysis and 69 



simulation to study the response time and the influencing factors. The main results are in Section 70 

5. Section 6 draws the conclusion.  71 

2 Test method and specifications of primary frequency control 72 

Strictly speaking, the test of primary frequency control needs to be conducted in every HPP to 73 

confirm a set of parameters to meet the requirement of specifications. There are two normal test 74 

methods [3]. (1) The first test method is to cut the governor input signal of frequency 75 

measurement so that the regulation system is under open-loop control. Then, a required frequency 76 

step signal is given, and the active power is recorded to check whether the regulation system meet 77 

the specifications of the power grid operator. This test method can yield an accurate result 78 

without being influenced by the change of grid frequency, but it nevertheless brings the hidden 79 

danger [3] which might be caused by signal errors and wrong parameter settings.  (2) The second 80 

approach is to keep the units connected to the power system and step change the given frequency 81 

of the governor. This method would affect the power system frequency, and the result might has 82 

tiny errors because the generator frequency follows the system frequency which is not exactly the 83 

rated value (50 Hz). Therefore an accurate simulation is indeed important.  84 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of different times under frequency step disturbance 



 85 

When the units are operating on 80 % of the rated load, the power response for a 60 second 86 

frequency step should meet a series of requirements in accordance with the specifications of 87 

China Electricity Council [17]. The most crucial requirements are: the power adjustment quantity 88 

should reach 90 % of the static characteristic value within 15 seconds. If the rated head of the unit 89 

is larger than 50 m, the power delay time should be less than 4 seconds. In the corresponding 90 

European rules, according to the specifications of ENTSO-E [18], the time for starting the action 91 

of primary control is a few seconds starting from the incident, the deployment time of 50 % of the 92 

total primary control reserve is at most 15 seconds and from 50 % to 100 % the maximum 93 

deployment time rises linearly to 30 seconds. There are some differences between these two 94 

specifications, but the response time (deployment time) Tresponse and delay time Tdelay of power 95 

response process are the key indicators for both specifications, as shown in Fig. 1. Reference [13] 96 

also states similar specifications for these two indicators. 97 

 98 

Another situation applies in the Nordic synchronous grid, where four national transmission 99 

system operators (TSOs) cooperate. The TSOs have different criteria, which however can be 100 

expected to conform to each other and to the criteria of ENTSO-E in the next few years. 101 

Currently however, the Norwegian TSO Statnett has no specific requirements on the response 102 

time, but prescribes limits on certain quantities, such as on the delay between frequency deviation 103 

and incipient guide vane motion, on the resolution in frequency measurement, on the permanent 104 

droop, and on how to measure these parameters [19]. There is also a classification of units based 105 

on criteria on governor parameters. Norwegian power plants provide the largest share of 106 

regulating power in the Nordic grid. The second largest share comes from Sweden, where the 107 

TSO Svenska Kraftnät have demands on response time, but no requirements on details [20]. The 108 



requirements depend on the magnitude of the frequency deviation, and if it exceeds 0.1 Hz, 50 % 109 

should be delivered within 5 s, and 100 % within 30 s. 110 

 111 

3 Modeling 112 

The modeling and improvement described in this section are based on the software TOPSYS [16], 113 

which is developed for analyzing transient processes of HPPs. The basic equations of water 114 

conduit and hydraulic turbine behavior in TOPSYS have the following characteristics: (1) Elastic 115 

water hammer is adopted in the draw water tunnel, considering the elasticity of water and pipe 116 

wall. (2) Characteristic of the penstock is taken into account. (3) Characteristic curve of the 117 

turbine is introduced. These are mostly simplified or ignored in the related research. However, the 118 

current TOPSYS version cannot simulate primary frequency control. Therefore the governor 119 

model is established here to extend the TOPSYS with this supplement implemented in VC++. 120 

 121 

3.1 Turbine governor 122 

Generally, there are two control modes for the primary frequency control of hydroelectric 123 

generating unit (hereafter referred to as opening control and power control), according to 124 

different feedback objects in closed-loop control: guide vane opening and power. The power 125 

control mode is also called “power droop”. Since the opening control is the most common one, 126 

the model of governor for primary frequency control under opening control is built and described 127 

here. The block diagram of a typical PID governor with droop is shown in Fig. 2, and (1) 128 

expresses the corresponding differential equation. More exactly, x stands for the relative 129 

difference between frequency set-point fc (commonly 50 or 60 Hz) and generator frequency fg; 130 

The servomotor stroke or guide vane opening is denoted by y (since these two variables are 131 

linearly dependent in this paper, they are actually equivalent). Besides, the dead-band of opening 132 



and frequency are contained in the model. Their effect can be reflected in simulations, but they 133 

are omitted in (1) because of their nonlinear nature. The remaining symbols are Kp, Ki and Kd that 134 

are standard PID-parameters, bP denoting droop, and Ty representing lag in main servo motor. 135 

 136 
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 137 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of governor under opening control 138 

3.2 Simplified generator 139 

In the currently relevant simulations, the generator frequency is given directly in the form of a 140 

step function, and it does not need to be obtained by a generator equation.  141 

 142 

3.3 Engineering case 143 

There are two engineering cases in this paper. Case 1 is a huge Chinese HPP with an upstream 144 

surge tank, huge power output and long draw water tunnel. Case 2 is a Swedish HPP with a 145 

downstream surge tank and long tailrace tunnel. In both HPPs, there is a surge tank, and the units 146 

are under the hydraulic coupling by sharing the same water way. Details of two engineering cases 147 



are found in Appendix A, and two models built by TOPSYS are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.  148 

 149 

Fig. 3 Model of two generating units of case 1 built by extended TOPSYS 150 

 151 

 152 

Fig. 4 Model of case 2 built by extended TOPSYS 153 

 154 

4 Comparison between measurement and simulation 155 

The full scale tests of primary frequency control were conducted within case 1 in January 2013 156 

and within case 2 in October 2013. In this section, the test conditions are selected and compared 157 

with the simulation to validate the model. The test conditions are illustrated in Appendix A. The 158 

results of measurement and simulation are shown in Fig. 5 - Fig. 8. 159 

 160 

For both cases, the computed power response is in good agreement with measurement data, as 161 

shown in Fig. 5 - Fig. 8. There is a certain degree of error in the case of power decline, as shown 162 

in Fig. 6, and the inferred reason is that the efficiency error of the characteristic curve is larger 163 



during the operation with smaller power output. The error in case 1 is slightly larger than which 164 

of case 2, due to a much more rapid movement of opening and power. The slower the transient 165 

process, the more accurate simulation. In general, it turns out to be a reliable model for further 166 

simulation and research. 167 

 168 

  

Fig. 5. Power response to a -0. 2Hz frequency step in case 1 Fig. 6. Power response to a +0.2 Hz frequency step in case 1 

  

Fig. 7. Power response to a -0. 1 Hz frequency step in case 2 Fig. 8. Power response to a -0.3 Hz frequency step in case 2 

 169 

5 Response time of primary frequency control 170 

5.1 Time domain analytical solution of opening response 171 

The time domain analytical solution of opening response is deduced based on the frequency step 172 



test of primary frequency control. The frequency deviation after the dead band is shown in (2). 173 

The input signal r(t) of the second-order system is the step function x, as shown in (3), and the 174 

time when the frequency step starts is regarded as the initial time, 0 s.  175 
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The transfer function corresponding to (1) is 176 

2
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The “bpKiyc” in (1) is a constant term which does not affect the output signal c(t), so it can be 177 

omitted while simplifying the transfer function and re-added in the final expression of the 178 

opening. Besides, Kd is usually set to 0, so the final expression of the transfer function is 179 

2( )
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p i

y p p y p p p i y p i

K s K
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Hence the characteristic equation of the system is: 180 
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stands for the angular frequency of un-damped natural oscillation and 181 
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is the damping ratio. It is obvious that ζ is always equal or greater than 1, 182 

and therefore the response of the governor system is over-damped, which means that the change 183 

process of output signal is monotonic[21]. It lays a foundation for further research on power 184 



quality. 185 

 186 

By applying the transfer function (5) to a step yielding an expected unit change in output, i.e. (3) 187 

with A=bp-1, we obtain the Laplace transform of the relative value of the opening signal at any 188 

step, cf. (7). Then the relative value of the opening change process can be obtained from the 189 

inverse Laplace transform, as shown in (8). To obtain the change process of actual opening, the 190 

initial conditions (given opening yc and amplitude A/bp) should be considered, then the time 191 

domain expression of opening response is acquired, see (9). 192 
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Equation (8) shows that the final steady-state value of the relative change process of opening is 1, 193 

and the transient component consists of two exponential terms. Since ζ>1, and especially when 194 

ζ>>1, we obtain that 2 1ζ ζ+ − >> 2 1ζ ζ− − . That is to say, for the two exponential terms in 195 

(8), the latter attenuates far faster than the former. Hence the latter one can be ignored. The 196 

simplified expression of time domain response is achieved by substituting the ωn and ζ by 197 

governor parameters, as shown in (10). 198 

11( ) 1
1

p i

p p

b K
t

b K

p p p i y

c t e
b K b K T

−
+= −

+ −
 (10) 

The time when the monotonic output signal c(t) reaches the target value Δ (Δ is set to 90% 199 

according to [17]) is 200 



( )
1

ln (1 ) 1p p
p p p i y

p i

b K
t b K b K T

b K
+

 = − + − −∆  . (11) 

Equation (11) is the formula for the opening response time of primary frequency control under 201 

opening control. 202 

 203 

If the parameter Ty is also ignored, equation (1) becomes first-order. The formula for the opening 204 

response time can be obtained by applying the same method of Laplace inverse transform as 205 

above:  206 

( )
1

ln (1 ) 1p p
p p

p i

b K
t b K

b K
+

 = − + −∆   (12) 

It is exactly the same as (11) when Ty = 0. Therefore (11) is a general formula including the case 207 

when Ty is 0.  208 

 209 

5.2 Simulation under different conditions 210 

Simulations under different conditions are conducted in order to analyze the sensitivity of 211 

response time with respect to the main parameters. All the simulation and analysis below is done 212 

with case 1. The parameters of the simulation is set according to the test condition of the -0.2 Hz 213 

frequency step in Section 4, except for the values in Table 1. A model without surge tank is 214 

investigated and compared to analyze the influence of surge in upstream surge tank. More exactly, 215 

in the model, the surge tank and the upstream pipeline before the tank are replaced by a reservoir, 216 

see Fig. 9. Meanwhile, the upstream water level of the simplified model, which affects the water 217 

head, is adjusted to ensure that the relation between guide vane opening and power remain the 218 

same as in the original model.  The simulation results are shown in Table 1. 219 



 

Fig. 9  The simplified model of HPP without the surge tank 

Table. 1 The response time of frequency step under different conditions. T1 and T2 are calculated by (11) and 220 

simulation respectively, and T3 is simulated with the simplified model; Response time of opening or power 221 

means the time when the opening or power reaches the target value Δ; All the simulations are conducted with 222 

rate limiting which is 12.5%/s.  223 

1 2.00 4.0 0.04 0.020 90% 15.0 14.6 16 21.2 -0.4 1.4 5.2
2 2.00 6.0 0.04 0.020 90% 10.0 9.8 11.4 12.4 -0.2 1.6 1
3 2.00 2.0 0.04 0.020 90% 30.1 29.2 30 232.2 -0.9 0.8 202.2
4 0.20 4.0 0.04 0.020 90% 14.5 15 16.4 21.6 0.5 1.4 5.2
5 10.00 4.0 0.04 0.020 90% 17.2 14.6 16 21 -2.6 1.4 5
6 2.00 4.0 0.02 0.020 90% 29.4 29 29.2 229.4 -0.4 0.2 200.2
7 2.00 4.0 0.06 0.020 90% 10.2 9.8 12 13.2 -0.4 2.2 1.2
8 2.00 4.0 0.04 0.005 90% 15.0 14.8 16.2 21.2 -0.2 1.4 5
9 2.00 4.0 0.04 0.500 90% 15.5 15 16.4 21.6 -0.5 1.4 5.2

10 2.00 4.0 0.04 0.020 80% 10.4 10.2 11.6 12.4 -0.2 1.4 0.8
11 2.00 4.0 0.04 0.020 70% 7.6 7.6 9.2 9.6 0.0 1.6 0.4

No.

Parameters Response time of 
opening (s)

Response time of 
power (s)

K p K i b p

Time difference ΔT (s)

ΔT1= 
T2 -T1

ΔT2=T
3-T2

ΔT3= 
T4 -T3

T y Δ Formula, T1
Simulation, 

T2

Without 
surge tank, 

T3

With surge 
tank, T4

 224 

The power response time, T4, can be expressed as 225 

4 1 1 1 2 3T T T T T T T= + ∆ = + ∆ + ∆ + ∆ ,                   (13) 

where ΔT is the time difference between T1 and T4, as shown in Fig. 1. The differences ΔT1, ΔT2, 226 

and ΔT3 roughly indicate the time lag caused by different factors. Then T4 can be analyzed and 227 

predicted by investigating the cause and approximate range of the time differences. General 228 

trends and some specific results displayed in Table 1 will be explained in sections 5.3 and 5.4. 229 

 230 



5.3 Effect of regulation system 231 

1) Governor parameter (T1)  232 

Equation (11) shows clearly how the 233 

governor parameters determine the 234 

opening response time, T1. The values of 235 

Ki and Kp play the main role, as shown in 236 

Fig.10; bp affects the adjustment quantity 237 

of opening. These three parameters are 238 

the major ones, whereas Ty has a limited 239 

influence, and target value Δ only 240 

decides the calculation range.  241 

 242 

2) Rate limiting and Numerical algorithm for governor equations (ΔT1) 243 

There exists a slight difference ΔT1, between simulated opening response time T2 and analytical 244 

solution T1, in most cases. However, it turns out to be 2.6 s under a large value of Kp. The error is 245 

introduced by the numerical algorithm used to compute the governor output, on the precondition 246 

that the rate limiting exists. To investigate this error, the results of different numerical algorithms 247 

are compared to the analytical solution and measurement data in this section.  248 

 249 

A position-type PID discrete algorithm and a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method are discussed. 250 

The former is widely adopted by Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) [22], and has a 251 

widespread use in HPP. Therefore adopting the position-type PID discrete algorithm in simulation 252 

is closest to the actual operating condition. Specifically, disregarding of Kd, (1) was transformed 253 

 

Fig. 10.  Response time of opening, T1 

 (bp=0.04,  Ty =0.02,  Δ =90%  ) 



to (14) through a standard first order difference method [22]:  254 

1 2 1
2

1

2(1 ) (1 ) ( )k k k k k
y p p p p p i y p i k c

k k
p i k

y y y y yT b K b K b K T b K y y
t t

x xK K x
t

− − −

−

− + −
+ + + + + −

∆ ∆
−

= +
∆

 (14) 

where △t is the time step and the subscript k stands for the current step. The fourth-order Runge-255 

Kutta method is applied widely in all kinds of simulation software, and is for example available 256 

in MATLAB. The brief principle is illustrated in Appendix B.  257 

 258 

The value of Kp is set to 9 and 2 respectively, and the other parameters remain the same as in the 259 

test case of -0.2Hz frequency step in Section 4. The rate limiting, which is mostly ignored in 260 

former research, is also considered.  261 

 262 

Fig. 11. Change process of guide vane opening under different methods. Method 1 and 2 stands for the 263 

Position-type PID discrete algorithm and fourth-order Runge-Kutta method respectively; in the figure legend, 264 

“RL” is short for rate limiting. 265 

 266 

As shown in Fig. 11, without the rate limiting, the accuracy of both two algorithms is verified 267 



because the results are consistent with the analytical solution. However there exits the rate 268 

limiting in the actual case, and it will lead to a complex situation. To be specific, when the 269 

proportional gain Kp is set to 9, the whole change process of opening obtained by Runge-Kutta 270 

method is close to the analytical one and the opening speed is barely limited at the initial stage. 271 

As a contrast, the position-type PID discrete algorithm shows a result which sharply diverges 272 

from the analytical solution but has a good agreement with measurement data, since it is the 273 

method adopted by the real governor. So a key problem is reflected that the actual opening 274 

response does not coincide with the analytical solution. Normally the Runge-Kutta method is 275 

regarded as a more accurate one, but it reduced the accuracy when modeling the normal governor. 276 

While Kp is set to 2, the difference between the results of these two methods is small. In short, the 277 

selection of algorithm should follow the actual built-in algorithm of the governor. The default 278 

algorithm in some software, such as MATLAB, would probably bring the error especially when 279 

Kp or the change rate of input signal is large.  280 

 281 

5.4 Effect of water way system 282 

The power response time T4 is normally greater than opening response time T2. The main cause is 283 

the hydraulic character of the water way system, including the water hammer and surge in surge 284 

tank. Moreover, the turbine efficiency is also a crucial factor which always affects the power 285 

output, but it is relatively hard to analyze individually due to the serious nonlinear characteristic.  286 

 287 

1) Water hammer (ΔT2) 288 

Without the surge tank, the time lag between the response time of power and opening is ΔT2. 289 

Water hammer is the main reason. Turbine efficiency and a minute change of water head can be 290 



considered as secondary reasons. As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the reverse power response due 291 

to water hammer occurs immediately after the change of opening. It leads to a time delay of the 292 

power response. 293 

 294 

The key point is how much the water hammer delays the power response, which is rarely 295 

discussed before. A similar discussion was conducted in [23], and this section makes a more 296 

detailed investigation. The water hammer has a large influence during the first phase [24]. The 297 

formula of reflection period of water hammer is  298 

1

2j
i

i i

LT
a=

=∑ ,                   (15) 

where L is the length of a pipeline, a stands for the wave velocity of water hammer, i represents a 299 

specific pipeline and j is the number of pipelines between the turbine and reservoir (or surge tank). 300 

The initial value of the reflection period is T=1.08 s. The length of the pipeline is changed in 301 

order to perform a sensitivity analysis for reflection period of water hammer.  302 

 303 

As shown in Fig. 12, the minimum power occurs close to the end of the first phase of water 304 

  

Fig. 12. Power and opening under different reflection 

periods of water hammer 

Fig. 13. Power and surge under parameters of group 

3.  In the figure legend, “ST” denotes surge tank. 



hammer, and it takes an additional short time for the power to return to the initial value. In other 305 

words, the water hammer leads to a delay time Tdelay which is at least as long as a reflection 306 

period T. However the ΔT2 is hard to predict precisely and may even be less than T, owing to the 307 

various factors such as the turbine efficiency and water head. Nevertheless the rough value of ΔT2 308 

can be estimated according to T, because there is only a tiny difference between these two values.  309 

 310 

2) Surge (ΔT3) 311 

The surge is a primary cause of increase the power response time, in addition to turbine efficiency. 312 

Specifically, the power output is adversely affected because the water head changes with the 313 

water level fluctuation in the surge tank.  314 

 315 

Table 1 shows that the slower the opening response, the greater the influence of the surge 316 

(affected by the surge period), and the larger value of the time lag ΔT3. Under the parameters of 317 

group 3 and 6 which lead to the slowest opening response, the ΔT3 even exceeds 200s. As shown 318 

in Fig. 13, with the surge decline, power reduces before it reaches the target value, and it does not 319 

rise up to the target until after half of the surge period. Therefore the surge has a significant effect 320 

on power under the opening control mode, and especially when applying the parameters with 321 

poor rapidity, the power response time may easily exceed the requirement of specification. 322 

 323 

6 Conclusion  324 

This paper describes a model for primary frequency control under guide vane opening feedback 325 

control mode. The model, which is one of the main contributions of this paper, is validated with 326 

data from full scale measurements. Now it is already incorporated into software TOPSYS and put 327 



into practical application. 328 

 329 

Aiming at the response time of guide vane opening, a time domain analytical solution for opening 330 

response and a formula of response time, of which the main variables are governor parameters, 331 

are derived. The time difference ΔT, between the power response time and the analytical response 332 

time of opening, is mainly affected by rate limiting and numerical algorithm (ΔT1), water hammer 333 

(ΔT2) and surge (ΔT3). However, the most direct and effective method is still adjusting the 334 

governor parameters. Especially for a HPP without surge tank, the ΔT changes within a small 335 

range, so the formula of opening response time can also help to predict the power response and 336 

supply a flexible guidance of parameter tuning.  337 

 338 

Furthermore, this research can be extended in the aspects below: a more complex frequency 339 

deviation should be analyzed. The turbine efficiency is a key factor which needs to be further 340 

investigated individually. This research only focus on the control mode with guide vane opening 341 

feedback, but power droop or more advanced mode should also be studied. Such improvements 342 

will possibly make a more comprehensive description and understanding for the dynamic 343 

response of hydroelectric generating units in primary frequency control. 344 
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 353 

Appendix A.  354 

Table A.1 Basic information of a generating unit of the engineering cases 355 

Parameter Case 1  Case 2  
Rated power (MW) 610.0 169.2 
Rated water head (m) 288.0 135.0 
Rated discharge (m3/s) 228.6 135.0 
Rated rotation speed (r/min) 166.7 187.5 
Inertia time constant Ta (s) 9.46 4.98 
Surge fluctuation period (s) 496.0 390.0 
 356 

Details of test setup  357 

The tests in both two HPPs are conducted under opening control mode. The table below shows 358 

the details of the test setup. 359 

Table A.2 Details of test setup 360 

Parameter Case 1  Case 2  
Upstream level (m) 1639.3 213.1 
Downstream level (m) 1332.3 78.3 

Initial power (MW) 476.0 135.0 & 
23.3 

Frequency step (Hz) -0.2 & 
+0.2 

-0.1 &  
-0.3 

bp 0.04 0.02 
Kp , Ki , Kd  9, 8, 0 1, 0.83, 0 
Ey  , Ef 0, 0.05 0, 0 
 361 

Appendix B.  362 

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method for governor equations  363 

A high-order differential equation, which describes a continuous control system, can be 364 

transferred to a first-order differential equation set (state equations), especially when the input of 365 



the equation also contains derivative term [25]. According to (1), when disregarding Kd, the state 366 

equations are: 367 

1 0

2 1 1

u y x
u u x

β
β

= −
 = − 

 Eq. (A.1) 

Under the initial conditions which are u1(0)=0 and u2(0)=0, the results can be obtained by solving 368 

Eq. (A.2) with fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.  369 

1 2 1

2 2 1 1 2 2

u u x
u a u a u x

β
β

= +
 = − − +





  Eq. (A.2) 

Where 0 0bβ = , 1 1 1 0b aβ β= − , 2 2 1 1 2 0b a aβ β β= − − ; 
1

1
(1 )

p p p i y

y p p

b K b K T
a

T b K
+ +

=
+

, 
2

yT (1 )
p i

p p

b K
a

b K
=

+
; 0 0b = , 370 

1 (1 )
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y p p

K
b

T b K
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+
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T b K
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+
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